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A Message From The Chairperson
Dear champion friends of Relief Foundation,
The excitement hasn’t ceased yet, and it’s just growing. Our work with children, now
increased to 3 centres, two in the village and one in the city has challenged our closely held
beliefs and misconceptions. Support from parents and the community for the centres is
growing rapidly, and with no advertisement whatsoever, we are receiving enquiries about
our services.
We have chosen to reactivate our links with the Department of Social Defence after
several years. It was a rewarding experience to share our learning with our erstwhile team
workers in the department. Now as a functioning committee member of the TN State
Commission for protection of child rights, as a Montessori Specialist, our role seems
better defined towards spelling out developmental needs of children to the ears that
actually matter.
The completion and inauguration of our Centre at Jamnunamarathur seems like a Cosmic
enactment, with all the forces conspiring towards making timely opening a success. Our
Core team members have relentlessly worked to make their contacts and donors live to our
needs so that contributions came in to fulfill the requirements when we needed them.
We hope you will enjoy this edition with much joy as we had in preparing our work summary
here!
Best wishes till we meet next!
Vidya Shankar,
Chairperson

RF News
Updates

from

CASCADE

Montessori

Rural Resource Centres

New Material for children
With

the

teaching

staff

getting

more

Jamunamarathur Centre

exposure and orientation on practical life

New Building Inauguration

purchased the second stage materials for our

After several months of functioning from a
rented out place, our Jamunamarathur Centre
moved to the newly built place in September.
We have built a big room to accommodate 30
children in the morning and again about 20
children in the evening. In a traditional way,
we performed simple housewarming ceremony
called “Grihapravesam” on 25th September.
Parents and the community came in to wish
our children and us, a successful journey. The
building adorns the green landscape, inviting
the community to visit and go around the lush
greenery in the campus. Trees and plants have
been placed throughout the campus, to ensure
that children get adequate shade for play as
well as enjoy nature.

activities and a few sensorial exercises, we
centre. Children saw two different stages in
the materials, between Toddler and Primary
stage as we separated the two environments
and offered it to the appropriate age
children.

Parents Meeting
The first parent circle meeting was held on
Independence Day this year. Twelve parents
attended it. For a first time meeting that was
a

heartening

presence.

Out

center

coordinator for Jamunamarathur Mr. Hari
addressed

this

meeting.

One

parent

in

particular, was reassured that some of the
practices that she had been following were
falling in line with how children are taken care
of at the Center. Few of the Elementary
children’s parents who attended had lots of
thought provoking questions answered. The
idea that the Center at Jamunamarathur is a
Resource Center for parents as well was thus
reinforced. These centres are our doors for
community development.

Evening Classes
Children who are coming for evening classes
had been steadily increasing and was finally
capped at twenty children. The elder children
along with the younger ones had four days of
orientation to games and sports with our
Sports faculty Mr. Vivek. They took on to the

games introduced in a flash and were very
happy to try them out without inhibitions
every evening.

Training Update
Starting this September, the two adults from
Jamunamarathur

have

been

travelling

to

Chennai on alternate weekends (1st and 3rd
Saturdays of every month). Their questions
on

classroom

management

and

further

nuances of handling children are presented to
them on such Saturdays. These days will also
be used to empower them to conduct study
circles

along

with

parents

on

the

last

Saturday of every month. This will also
deepen their understanding and reinforce the
Center's duty of answering parental needs.

Agricultural Practices

Dry Toilet

The land in front of the new center, is slowly

The dry toilet construction is complete.

being developed as a farming garden. Millets
(a local variety called "Samai”) has been sown
and it has added lush greenery to the area.
Saplings of flowering plants, fruit trees and
few timber trees have also been planted

Children have already started using it. There
were challenges in the beginning as they were
not used to such toilets before. But now they
use it without any inhibitions in mind. A helper
always accompanies them.

keeping in mind the nature walks children will
take along with the adults. Couple of Plantain
saplings have sprouted really well and lead the
way for the rest. A separate gardener has
been appointed to take care of the saplings

Under
Construction

and also the crop. We practice organic
farming in this field.

Ready to Use

Vallambedukuppam Centre

ground for sports. Whenever we play, lots of
village people watch us happily as such

Parents meetings

activities never happened anywhere in the

The quarterly parents meeting happened for

past.

the first time in this centre. We had
prepared a report for each child and shared
with the parents by individually meeting them.
This review meeting was very useful for both
the parents and us. Parents gave us lots of
valuable inputs that they would like to see in
the centre. Similarly, we were also able to
clear their doubts and answer questions. Many
parents

expressed

positive

developmental

changes in their children especially with
respect
Children,

to

their

who

speech

used

to

development.

speak

through

expressions alone, have started using words
now. We are happy to receive these positive
feedback and ideas for improvement. This will
motivate us to perform better. The total
number of children has touched 17 in the

Study Circle
One of the successful initiatives of CASCADE
is involving parents at every stage of a child’s
development not only to look at it from a
different

perspective

but

also

to

take

morning.

ownership. For this, they will need continuous

Evening Classes

opportunities for us to give these inputs

inputs.

We have sixteen children between 2nd and
5th standard. They start their classes with
school assignments and homework. After
sometime we split them into four groups to be
able to let them choose to work with
Montessori material according their age and
developmental needs.
Weekly once,

we

Study

circles

are

one

of

the

through Montessori philosophy. We read from
one of the Montessori books and discuss the
points with them in detail. Wherever possible,
we try to connect them with reality by
invoking examples from their children’s lives
without naming them. This has initiated
positive parenting approach in the parents’
minds. We have started this study circle in

are

conducting

sports

our Vallambedukuppam centre from October

session for them. During that time, we also

onwards.

Mr.

invite our primary children who are above 4½

coordinator

years to join us the older children.

This

conduct these study circles. It will happen on

provides a new experience for them as well.

a Saturday. Depending upon the convenience

We use either a school playground or a temple

of parents, we will fix it either twice or

for

thrice monthly.

Parandaman,

our

centre

Vallambedukuppam

will

Interests expressed by people

Happy School Programme

Our education system is unique and is not

Relief Foundation has also been promoting

modeled after any of the existing practices.

child-centric

We try to sincerely follow the Montessori

experience in the past has led us to develop a

philosophy, which insists on following the

comprehensive tool that assists schools to

child. Children are our guides. We apply the

look into every aspect of schooling for a child.

philosophy as they express their various

We wanted to develop this tool into a

developmental needs at every stage. It is

software product that is easy to install and

difficult for people to not notice these

use. We are happy to share that Congruent

changes in children. Vallambedukuppam is no

Solutions, an IT company, has volunteered to

exception. Our method of education has

develop this software free of cost. The tool

already spread to different villages and

is in the design stage now. Once development

people have expressed interest to sit for

gets complete, we will be able to make this

observation to understand how children learn.

tool available for schools at an affordable

A local balwadi teacher has also expressed

price. We will keep you posted with more

interest to observe and also to participate in

updates about this product in our next issue

the study circles. We do not want to compete

of this newsletter.

with anyone. Our motto is to take quality
education to children. If people who visit our
centre get motivated and start to practice
Montessori philosophy even in a small way, it
will bring in positive changes in the way in
which we look at children. The highlight is not
the philosophy but children, who show us the
path to lead them.

practices

in

schools.

Our

CASCADE-Family learning Cooperative(SM)

New Brochure

CASCADE children visit to Jamunamarathur

An updated version of our offerings to

A trip was planned for the elementary
children at CASCADE FLC Thiruvanmiyur, to
visit our rural centre. The visit brought new
consciousness in our children, about life in the
village and frugal living. They stayed in
Codello Institute of the Don Bosco Salesian
Seminary, which had a residential night school
for tribal boys of the group of villages. We
interacted with the children and the staff
who requested us for a session on Montessori
Method and teaching.

families was created after compilation by our
team and made into a brochure that was
uploaded

on

information

our

website.

about

This

admission,

contains
CASCADE

environment, and more. Please check it out
here:

http://cascadeflc.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/08/cascade_brochure.
pdf

Online Sessions for CASCADE Children
Shravya,

Pranav Shankar two High school

CASCADE

students

have

started

online

sessions with Dr. Bala of TIGS for their
Geography projects. They started research
on the Syrian crisis, a

political, socio-

economic study of the movement of people,
and submitted an interim report. They are to
present their findings in the International
Geography Youth Summit to be held in
Bengaluru in Sep 2016. They would be
continuing their sessions with other topics.
They

have

started

a

micro

enterprise

approach to create a rotational fund for their

Reading Seminar

projects, by surveying the needs of our

Reading Seminar and Parenting Programme
continued in the next quarter too. All parents
in CASCADE have the entire series of
Kalakshetra and Theosophical publications of

CASCADE families, carving out vocational
time to fulfill these requirements.

Geography Workshop

Dr. Montessori’s books. The empowerment of

Geography workshops were organized for the

families

public and CASCADE families by Dr. Chandra

and

our

associate

educators

continues to happen through our study circles.

Shekar Balachandran of

Valid questions, behavior issues are met on a

Exploring connections – Delicious Geography”

cooperative

and “Thinking Geographically – Fire”. These

teachers.

mode

between

parents

and

TIGS on topic "

were well attended and received workshops.
Children enjoyed a documentary and the

connecting

discussions

activities

that

while

performing

strengthened

their

Archives of AMI. You can check the list here:
http://cascadeflc.org/wp-

understanding of the links between human

content/uploads/2015/10/Cascade_Library_

historical and economic geographies across

Oct2015.pdf

the world. These workshops were held on 19

th

Sep 2015. You can read more about our
partnership with TIGS through the blog page:
http://www.tigs.in/geovidyaa-geography-

Please visit our Facebook page and website
for updates about this initiative.
www.cascadeflc.org

centers/gvgc-chennai/

https://www.facebook.com/CASCADE.Chennai

Expansion
CASCADE Thiruvanmiyur expands with a new

Donor Update

neighborhood building. With this new facility,

After we updated the new donation option in

separate Toddler and infant environments

our website, a donor has come forward to

have been set up.

support the part of the consumables cost for

Currently it is driven by

the parent group with this age children, with

our

Vallambedukuppam

centre

in

some support from trained consultants. The

Gummidipoondi. Few new donors have started

benefit of early entry into a Montessori

to donate on a monthly and quarterly basis to

classroom was seen in the way children settle

support our projects. Such contributions go a

sooner into a primary classroom subsequently.

long way in making a difference to the lives of
children. We invite people to make monthly,
quarterly or yearly contributions to support
our initiatives. Those who cannot afford to
support on a regular basis can do one time
project support too. However, we recommend
that they cover the complete cost of a
project,

based

on

our

needs.

People

interested to donate can write to us @
relieffoundationindia@gmail.com

Fund raising programmes
CASCADE Resource Library

Our online campaign through Indiegogo crowd

New additions to our CASCADE Resource

receiving Rs.64,000/- from various donors.

library can be viewed now in our website. Our
hallmark of support to the families in our
Cooperative is the collection of Montessori
works,

including

Newsletters

from

the

funding website ended with Relief Foundation
The campaign launched by our committee
member Juliette Viard Gaudin was successful
in

getting

us

these

funds

for

our

Jamunamarathur Rural project construction.

We thank all the benevolent hearts who

construction in Jamunamarathur as well as

extended their support to this important

the adjoining areas there and in our other

project. This online campaign has once again

rural

proved that people always support good work.

centre, so that the approach road is clean and

awareness

the

Thiruvanmiyur

found this to be very beneficial to children

At CASCADE we offer parenting Montessori
and

besides

creates an impression for children. We have

Montessori Parenting Course

orientation

centre,

programs

for

and the families, since it communicates to
them the standards that can be followed.

interested parents to attend and learn more
about this way of education. We have 5

Before Cleanup

parents receiving these sessions, 3 of whom
are CASCADE families. This has invoked the
interest of their families who brought their
relatives to visit and understand the guiding
philosophy of our centre. Meanwhile, we have
published an advertisement inviting parents
for

a

5

day

December 27

th

programme

starting

to December 31

st

from

2015 on

homeschooling their children. A free curtain
raiser has been arranged on December 5 th for
interested parents to know more about the

AFTER Cleanup

programme. The details can be found on our
Facebook

page

@

https://web.facebook.com/relieffoundation020
32015/photos/a.904080556340267.107374183
2.797250077023316/925581370856852/?type=
3&theater
Those who are interested to join or want to
know more about the course, please write to
us @ cascadeflcchennai@gmail.com

New Initiatives
Cleaning drive at all our centres:
The precincts of our centres have been
always a concern for us. We launched cleaning
drives and removed plastic and trash from
inside our compound remaining from the

Montessori awareness and orientation
sessions for teachers:
We had an introductory session on the
beautiful child directed way of learning and
the philosophy of Dr. Montessori on 26th
September after the inauguration of the new
building in Jamunamarathur. The full day

session

offering

classroom

aspects. The presentation was well

teachers

received by the Doctors as they felt

associated with Codello Institute was held on

updated on the current developments

28 Nov with over 50 teachers from all their

and needs based on the adopted child.

management

teaching

techniques

to

and
the

area wise branches attending. Sessions on
essential teaching concepts in Math, Science,
Geography and Language were shown and
explained. The session was very well received
by the participants. They expressed a desire
for our continued support, including one for
the parents of these children, in Tamil.



Grandparents

and

relatives

of

children studying at CASCADE were
invited for a grandparents meet on 24
Nov. The event was a grand success
with the children demonstrating to
their dear grandparents, what they
learn at CASCADE, with materials.

Other important updates


CASCADE

parents

and

candidates

started the AMI Diploma course: 4
parents and two core team staff took
up Montessori primary and elementary
training with Navadisha Montessori
institute

and

Indian

Montessori

Centre in Chennai, so that they can
add value to the cooperative and
offer more support to their children


SOUTH PEDICON was a conference
of Pediatricians across the country. It
was held between Aug 14 th and 16th at
VIT Vellore. Ms. Vidya Shankar spoke
on

Adoption

-

Social

and

Legal



The Annual report for the year 201415 with our annual accounts has been



Ms. Vidya Shankar attended her first

uploaded in our website. Highlights of

meeting as a Committee member of

the year and major changes in our

the TN State Commission for the

Board have been recorded in this

Protection

report. Donors and well-wishers are

Montessori Specialist and gave her

welcome to send us feedback on

points for consideration in the State

relieffoundationindia@gmail.com

Education policy for children. This was

The Annual report for the year 2014-

the first meeting cohort of a series

15 with our annual accounts has been

that will lead to the formulation of

uploaded in our website. Highlights of

the state policy for children. Date

the year and major changes in our

30th

Board have been recorded in this

organized by the Departmentt of

report. Donors and well-wishers are

Social Defence.

welcome to send us feedback on
relieffoundationindia@gmail.com




On 8th Septempber 2015 Ms. Vidya

Shankar was invited at Asha Nivas to
share points, discuss and analyse on the
Child Protection Vs Juvenile Justice Act
and Hostels and Homes for women and
children (Regulation) Act, 2014 and to
suggest for possible amendments,. This
program

was

organized

by

the

Department of Social Defence, and
inaugurated by the Minister for Social
Welfare and NMP, Smt. Valarmathi.

Oct

of

Child

2015,

at

Rights

Asha

as

a

Nivas,

How you can support us?
 Sponsor a child – towards cost of educating and supporting the family of children in our
centres in rural areas – Rs 15000/- per year
 Sponsor education - towards cost of supporting a child’s education till the age of economic
independence identified by Relief Foundation, after a due diligence screening process. Rs
6000/- per year per child including educational resources, home library, home visits and
counseling sessions for families for responsible living and linking them to various Govt
schemes where applicable.
 Sponsor an awareness program – towards creating awareness programs in our centres for
the community, we require material as well as human resource support. To conduct the
following programs in our centres, per session the costs including all the expenses to cover
about 30 families would be Rs 20,000. Resource persons and materials, besides flyers would
be used for these programs
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Alcoholism
Importance of education
Girl child protection
Hygiene and healthcare
Life without medicines
Self employment
Career options for youth
And so on…

Note: All donations made to Relief Foundation are exempted under Sec. 80G of the Income Tax Act
of India

Contact us
Relief Foundation,
No. 7/9, Sriram Nagar Main Road,
Thiruvanmiyur,
Chennai – 600041
Phone: 044-4527644

Email: relieffoundationindia@gmail.com
Website: www.relieffoundation.in

